
TRADE CUSTOMERS



ABOUT US
____

We are Ben and Saskia Smith – together we  
own Mister Smith Interiors.

We have a shop in Brighton and we sell our 
fabrics and wallpapers online at  

www.mistersmith.co.uk.

Our shop showcases a vast range  
of interior related products from fabric to 

flooring, wallpaper to wall lights and everything 
in between.

Visit our shop and our friendly and 
knowledgeable team will help you  

choose a fabric update or design a full  
house redecoration.

We offer our experience and friendly advice to 
help you create the living spaces you want.



FLOORING

____

We are a leading flooring specialist with all the 
knowledge and know-how that comes from 

decades in the flooring business. 

We specialise in good quality carpets, loose 
lay vinyl, flatweave stair runners and rugs in all 
shapes and sizes. We offer a full measure and 

installation service.

CURTAINS  
& BLINDS

____

We specialise in hand-finished, interlined 
curtains and we make and fit everything from 

smart roller and roman blinds to unique  
image-printed blinds. We also make vertical, 

Venetian or wood-slatted shades. 

We can provide a full measurement, fabrication, 
fitting and installation service.



SOFAS  
& CHAIRS

____

We have our own range of sofas, chairs  
and footstools. You and your customer  

can choose any shape, size and fabric and  
we will make and deliver their bespoke  

piece within 8-10 weeks. 

Or revitalise your customers furniture with our 
fantastic reupholster service.

WALLPAPER 
& MORE

____

Our shop holds hundreds of wallpaper books 
packed full of designs from all the leading 
wallpaper manufacturers and also some 

amazing niche designers too. 

Talk to our shop staff about lighting, cushions 
and trimmings and all those other important 

finishing details. We’re here to help.



BRIGHTON
____

Near to the famous Royal Pavilion, our unique 
Brighton shop is a treasure trove for Fabrics, 

Wallpapers and Flooring and has been 
supplying trade and residents for 14 years. Set 
on a pedestrianised street, there is a loading 

bay next to the shop so you can pull up in your 
car and collect your goods.

23 New Road, Brighton 
East Sussex, BN1 1UF 

Tel: 01273 605574 
brighton@mistersmith.co.uk



OUR COMMITMENT 
TO YOU

____

We work quietly alongside you to assist you 
in your design schemes, upholstering and 

decorating jobs. We can measure and quote 
and assist with plans. We can recommend the 

right products for the job and be on hand in any 
way you need.

Visit our shop and spend time with our  
lovely teams who can help you in areas you are 
perhaps not so familiar with. Bring your clients 

in to our shop where they can see  
and touch physical products. Our staff are 

discreet and knowledgeable and will be on 
hand if and when you need them.

TRADE DISCOUNT
____

We understand that you may only need to 
place a couple of orders here and there each 

year - Our trade programme opens doors, 
gives you access and discount with brands you 

might not otherwise be eligible to work with.

Our focus is on long term trade relationships 
and happy customers. You take care of the 

design and we’ll help you with the rest.

www.mistersmith.co.uk


